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ABSTRACT 

The thesis deals with high power laser interaction with plasmas. The plasma 

response to laser is nonlinear and gives rise to a host of nonlinear phenomenon e.g. self-

focusing, self-defocusing, harmonic generation, supercuntinuum generation, X-ray 

generation and parametric processes. We have developed a theoretical model for the 

prolongation of lifetime of a gaseous plasma channel formed by two pulse technique at 

laser intensities below the tunnel ionization threshold. The first laser pulse ionizes the gas 

completely on the axis and partially off the axis, causing self-defocusing of the pulse. 

After the passage of the pulse the plasma expands radially, creating an atom/ion density 

profile with a minimum on the axis. Partial recombination also sets in. As the second 

pulse arrives, after a time delay less than the recombination time (—ns), the electrons get 

heated and the recombination rate is slowed down. The second pulse self focuses, 

enhancing the heating rate and lengthening the lifetime of the plasma channel. 

A paraxial theory of third harmonic generation by a finite spot size laser in a 

tunnel ionizing gas is developed. The laser, with intensity close to tunnel ionization 

threshold, creates plasma whose density rises in a stepwise manner in every half wave 

period, giving a strong second harmonic component in electron density. The density beats 

with the oscillatory velocity at the fundamental to produce a nonlinear current, driving 

the third harmonic. The region of harmonic generation is localized near the laser axis. 

Further, the strong radial nonuniformity, created in electron density by the ionization 

process, causes defocusing of the laser limiting the efficiency of harmonic generation. 



The strong azimuthal magnetic fields, observed in many laser plasma 

experiments, are shown to be a potential source of second harmonic generation. The laser 

imparts oscillatory velocity to electrons and exerts a longitudinal pondromotive force on 

them. This force in conjunction with the azimuthal magnetic field and density ripple 

produces a second harmonic current with significant transverse component. The latter 

produces resonant second harmonic radiation. 

A theoretical model of avalanche breakdown of air by a Gaussian laser beam and 

super continuum generation is developed. An intense laser beam, below the threshold for 

tunnel ionization, heats the seed electrons to high energy and initiates avalanche 

ionization of the air. The ensuing plasma density profile that has maximum on axis and 

falls off radially, causes refraction divergence of the beam. The temporal evolution of 

plasma density causes self phase modulation of the laser, causing frequency broadening 

and spectral emission in the visible. 

A theoretical formalism is developed to obtain the mode structure of right 

circularly polarized nonlinear laser eigen mode in an under dense plasma in the presence 

of an axial magnetic field. The nonlinearity in electron response arises due to relativistic 

mass effect and ponderomotive force. The eigen mode is seen to be unstable to stimulated 

Raman Backscattering involving an electrostatic quasi mode and a scattered 

electromagnetic wave. The growth rate increases with ambient magnetic field. 

A model for plasma channel formation by a laser pre-pulse in a low z gas 

(Hydrogen) embedded with high z atoms (Argon) is developed. The laser of intensity 

I =1014  W / cm2  ionizes hydrogen atoms fully whereas Argon atoms are ionized only 

singly. After the first pulse is gone, plasma expands on the time scale of a nanosecond to 
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produce a hydrogen plasma channel with minimum density on the axis. A second intense 

short pulse laser of intensity I >_ 1016  W I cm2  gets focused. It tunnel ionizes the 

remaining Argon. The Argon acquires Ar8  charge state after loosing 8 ions and acquires 

Neon like configuration and could emit X-rays. 
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